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A W O R D F R O M O U R PA S T O R
Reverend Patrick O’Connor Lead Pastor
Dear First Church Community,
It has been more than two years since the
start of the global pandemic that has had a
dramatic impact on our Church, community
and on families, individuals and communities around the world. We have adapted as the
virus has changed, scientific and medical
knowledge have improved, and the tools for
addressing the virus have evolved.
We must continue to act in ways that protect those who are most at risk for serious
illness while recognizing the toll the pandemic has taken on the daily experience and
the mental health of all of us. We continue
to encourage all of us to get vaccinated and
observe the public health guidelines.
The length and effects of the pandemic might
have seemed to many a slow death removing desire and collective optimism, but as
we enter this season let us be reminded
that we are a resurrection community
Despite the tribulations of these last few years,
First Church has made encouraging progress
toward strengthening individuals and families. But there is more we must do. Please
help us to think about how we might better
care for and support those in our midst.
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The investments we are making in our people,
programs, campus, and community are many.
Many of you may be aware that Magill House is
now fully accessible thanks to an elevator and
bridge which have been installed in the pandemic.
We have also completed the installation of a new
fossil fuel free heating system in Magill and are
completing the renovations to the DreamHub
Space. We are in the final stages of the completing the Tree of Life Affordable Housing project
in partnership with our sister organization First
Jamaica Community and Urban Development
Corporation and the Bluestone organization.
We have also been adaptable holding worship
services uninterrupted during the pandemic in a
hybrid manner so that it meets the needs of our
different constituents and have continued to feed
the community while hosting multiple events
and workshops through the Zoom platform
Our initiatives for this year which is a continuation of last year’s efforts are
•

Raising at least $100K for Magill Renovation
and support – this includes the heating system, building renovations and water run off

•

Engaging 100 members in existing and new ministries

•

Connecting 100 new people to First Church.

We, like many other churches, are in a rebuilding
phase and critical to our success is how connected and relevant our ministry and mission
is to people who are seeking to rebuild their
lives. We have come this far by faith, partnership
and the generous sacrifice and commitment of
leaders, staff, volunteers, community partners
and friends. I am looking forward to seeing you at Easter and in the Spring time and
the new growth and surprises that God will
bring to us as we seek to be faithful to him.
We have all been through more than we could
have ever imagined in the last two years, but
there is so much to look forward to in the
months and years ahead. It is hard not to be
filled with hope, joy, and gratitude that we have
an opportunity to continue to serve our great
God who has saved us for such a time like this!
May God grant us the ability to reconnect and renew our commitment to what
he has begun here at First Church.
Reverend Patrick O’Connor
Lead Pastor/Head of Staff
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STATISTICAL REPORT

Membership as of
December, 31ST 2020

513

Gains
Baptism and Reaffirmation of faith

1

Baptism and Profession of Faith

0

Reinstatement

0

Total Gains

1

Membership as of
December 31ST 2021

505
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Losses
By Death

9

By Letter of Transfer

0

Inactive Members

0

Total Losses

9
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2021 ELDERS & DEACONS
2021 Governing Session Board

2021 Deacon Board

Elder Monique Antoine-Neckles

Deacon Juliet Abdool-Paulino

Elder Trevor Dawkins

Deacon Sharon Adika (Moderator)

Elder Darlene Dobbs-Harlley

Deacon Diana Albert

Elder Clare Fairweather

Deacon Shirley Ali

Elder Marie Gibbons

Deacon Abigail Amadi

Elder Edwary Gray

Deacon Joselyn Ashby

Elder Vidia Gopaulsingh

Deacon Edith Blackwood-Slater

Elder Kyshia Hamilton

Deacon Charles Daniel

Elder Pauline Johnson

Deacon Cynthia Epps

Elder Maurice Lewis

Deacon Joyce Hooks

Elder Clifford Mason

Deacon Arlene Jones

Elder Donna McFarlane

Deacon Phillip Malebranche

Elder Patrick O’Connor (Moderator)

Deacon Caroline Mills-Skeete

Elder Stephanie St. Clair

Deacon Sharon Seepersad

Elder Ollie Samuels (Clerk of Session)
Elder Dora Sawh
Elder Rushell Singh
Elder Hero Tamakloe
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MINISTRIES
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LOGOS & KIDS CHURCH
2020 Kicked off in October via Zoom with our faithful and dedicated Leadership team and committed
parental support. The Ministry’s Goal is to serve
families with children in grades Pre-K – 8th grade.
Each Friday evening from 6.30pm – 7.30pm the
children participated in Worship, Music and adventures through the bible. The goal of the Ministry
is for each family and Logos Volunteers to grow in
their relationship with God and with each other.
Logos continued into January 2021 with much fun and
energy. Every week in February – Black History month
the children took turns to honor a famous Black person
with their very unique presentations. For Easter the
children wore Easter caps and participated in a very
creative egg-hunting activity that told the Easter Story.
The Highlight for Fall was the first in person Logos
after almost 18 months. The children were happy
to see each other, they played games together,
they fellowship together and they participated in
Bible study together but the highlight of the evening was roasting smores by the moonlight.
The Families were encouraged to support the Angel
Tree Ministry as our Mission project. Thanks to all
those who were able to make a difference in the
lives of children whose parents are incarcerated .
The year has been challenging due to the pandemic but
our dedicated team of teachers, parents and volunteers
have kept the faith and persevered and with God’s help.
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FAITH BUILDING TEAM
Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not see.
- Hebrews 11:1, NIV)
Faith Building Team Members: Sharon Adika, Shirley Ali, Joselyn Ashby, Edith Blackwood-Slater, Clare
Fairweather, Pauline Johnson, Marie Gibbons, Kyshia
Hamilton, Maurice Lewis, Donna MacFarlane, Angela
McLean, Bernice Reese, and Ollie Samuels (Chair)

Renewing Faith: Guiding the Churched

Growing Faith: Reaching the Unchurched

Engaged congregation in virtual experiences centered around Richard J. Foster’s
book, Celebration of Discipline:

Connected with unchurched members of
the community, including newcomers

Core Values: Rebuilding | Renewing | Growing

•

4-week Ancient Art of Christian Meditation
workshop, led by instructor Rhonda Jones

•

14-Days of Men on the Move-themed prayer,
scriptures and inspirations, led by Angela McLean

•

2-session workshop on prayerful fasting, led by Janice Larrymore Fairnot

•

2-session workshop on studying (planned for 2022)

•

90-day New Testament Reading (planned for 2022)

Below are the Faith Building Team’s 2021
efforts toward engaging and impacting our congregation and the surrounding community,
including newcomers to Downtown Jamaica.
Rebuilding Faith: Restoring After a Loss
•
•
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Built relationships by reaching out to those who
have suffered a personal loss or a loss of faith.
Shared the power of prayer with individuals.

•

Collaborated with the Evangelism and Community
to participating in the Church’s Fall Festival by
providing communications to connect with both
churched and unchurched community members.
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THE DREAMHUB
The Dream Hub: Overview
The Dream Hub focuses on empowering and cultivating a community of current and aspiring
entrepreneurs, creatives, and other professionals
in the Downtown Jamaica community and beyond.
The team is led by co-coordinators Travis Hilton and Lucy Samuels, with Norman Fairweather
to facilitate engagement with FPCJ personnel.
Administrative/leadership updates in 2021:
•
Team Member Sean Bacchus has left the team
to relocate and pursue other endeavors.
•

The Church agreed to fiscally sponsor The Dream Hub.

The Dream Hub’s 2021 programming included:
•
Empower Hour coworking sessions (virtual)
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•

Dream Hub Legal Clinic for Entrepreneurs,
with our partner, Cornell Law School’s
Entrepreneurship Law Clinic (virtual)

•

A pop-up shop showcasing Black entrepreneurs and creatives (virtual)

•

Financial literacy workshops led by our
partner, Cornell University’s SC Johnson College of Business (virtual)

•

3-part oral communication series, The
Power of Your Voice, led by Dream Hub
team member Sean Bacchus

•

Collaboration with FPCJ’s Breaking Barriers campaign (virtual), including hosting
final paint & healthy sip event

•

Paint & Sip fundraiser event (virtual)

•

Meeting with Senator Leroy Comrie to gain
buy-in of The Dream Hub’s plans (virtual)

•

Participation in FPCJ’s Fall Festival (in-person)

•

Cultivated partnerships with Cornell University’s SC
Johnson College of Business, Cornell Law School’s
Entrepreneurship Law Clinic, and Grow with Google

•

Upgraded logo, created by Graphic
Designer Calvin Lyte

•

New website & marketing materials, created by
Dream Hub’s Co-coordinator Lucy Samuels

Co-coordinator Travis Hilton oversaw the following updates to the space in the Underground:
•
Complete bathroom demolition and renovation
•

Installation of additional outlets and lighting to accommodate coworkers

Activities slated for 2022:
•
Painting the Underground, with help
from FPCJ’s Mission team
•

Opening physical space for business

•

Grow with Google digital marketing workshops for entrepreneurs

•

In-person and virtual Empower
Hour coworking sessions

•

In-person pop-up shop on FPCJ’s
campus on April 24, 2022

•

Finalizing Fiscal Sponsorship Agreement

We look forward to continuing to serve our community and opening our doors in 2022.
Respectfully submitted, Travis Hilton & Lucy Samuels
Co-coordinators, The Dream Hub
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MYRTLE COLLABORATION
The Myrtle Collaboration team was formed in January
of 2019 to write and apply for a Ministry grant of up to
$30,000. The team led by the then Minister of Youth and
Families Rev. Christopher De Cruz carried out an eight
month listening program which started with a “ Come
Alive Experience” on Sunday October 6, 2019 followed by
six weeks of Small groups meetings to discuss various
aspects of calling. These meetings provided information
to come up with the proposal for the project. The grant
proposal was written and submitted in March 2020 .
Since receiving the grant in April 202O. The team
has worked on two major projects to support the
goals of the proposal which was to empower members around their gifts and talents as well as helping
them to integrate calling in every aspect of their
lives. The team was faced with a minor setback in
July 2020 when the Myrtle Collaboration team leader,
Rev. Christopher De la Cruz was called to another
church. The team leadership was taken on by Elder
Jacqueline Charlton and Elder Ishmael Carter.
Based on a congregation survey, carried out in MayJune 2020 the congregation listed Spirituality and
Christian Mindfulness as the number one area of
interest and Health and Fitness as the second most
popular topic of interest. Based on this information
and divine leadership though our Pastor Rev. O’Connor, the team planned a Fall 2020 series entitled “
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Vulnerable to Victorious” : A journey from Anxiety
to Wellness based on the book: Overcoming Fear
and Anxiety through Spiritual Warfare by Carol
Peters-Tanksley MD, DMIN. The series ran from
October4- November 22 of 2020. It featured a Sunday
sermon series which was related to the mid-week

session that outlined strategies for overcoming the
stress, fear and anxiety of the Post Covid world.
The series was very successful and had an average
attendance of 60 persons each Wednesday night.
After a successful fall series, the team sought to
address the other interest of health and fitness noted
by the congregation. A health and fitness campaign
entitled “Breaking Barriers :A six week journey to
improved Health and Wellness was planned. It ran
from April 10 – May 15 2021. The kick-off was an
Online Health Seminar with medical professionals
speaking on Diabetes/Hypertension, Holistic Health
and Mental Health followed by break out discussion groups on the topics. Each week of the series, a
different area of health and wellness was addressed
namely Health and Spirituality, Healthy Eating, Mental Health, and Health and the Arts. One highlight of
the series was the relaxing and stress free evening of
sipping and painting which was a new experience for
many, who discovered their inner artist that evening.
Walking groups met up each Saturday at three different parks in the borough of Queens. The Healthy
Living series culminated with an outdoor celebration in
Cunningham Park which featured Zumba in the park.
The healthy living series was successful based on the
fact that this effort resulted in small groups forming to support each other on the health and wellness
journey. The Myrtle Collaboration team will continue
to support the congregants in finding their calling on
this life journey as long as the grant budget allows.
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HYPE
September 2021 kicked off the ministry year with
a phenomenal youth worship service. The participation of guest preacher Rev. Dr. Shakeema North
of Concord Baptist Church of Christ, Brooklyn was
spiritual icing on our great worship offering.
October 2021 We were able to travel together to Manhattan for a day of fun in Central Park. Racing, climbing
trees and just relaxing were all part of our great
fellowship. We were able to gather on the campus for a
LOGOS style get together. The fun included games and
smores. We closed out the month of October with special
recognition. During the youth Sunday, Abigail (Don’t
want to misspell her last name) was acknowledged for
highest HYPE attendance and inviting others to join us.
The New Year found us in the thick of a resurgence of COVID but we prayed and persevered.
Gathering virtually for HYPE and LOGOS, we
encouraged each other. Undeterred our January
worship service was filled with the Holy Spirit.
February 2022 was our faith in action as we gathered at at Area 53 for a day of rock climbing, rope
course, roller skating and zip lining. All to the
strengthening of our fellowship. These moments
of laughter, learning to skate and leaning on one
another has created bonds that will last a lifetime.
All our time together has not been spent on fellowship.
Our virtual and in person gatherings include life application of Biblical truths. We have Bible study, role play
and discussions around topics that matter to our youth.
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PIONEER MINISTRY
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic all meetings were put
on hold. The Sight and Sound Trip to see Queen
Esther was postpone then eventually canceled.
In June 19, 2021, the members celebrated Juneteenth, a day of Freedom with songs, reading The
Emancipation Proclamation, Poems, the Symbols
on the Juneteenth Flag (what they mean) and food.
There were special menus for this day, Southern!
We have planned another Sight and Sound Trip to see
David on Saturday, July 16th, 2022. The Covid-19 pandemic and the social distancing appears to have run its
course because of the vaccine. Hopefully we won’t have
to cancel this trip or our Jesus Christ Bar-B-Q in June.

Respectfully Submitted,
Gwen V Bradley
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BEREAVEMENT MINISTRY
This ministry serves the First Presbyterian Church in
Jamaica’s Church Family and Community. We reach
out to our congregation and beyond to minister to and
help anyone who has lost someone or something close
to the heart. The loss of someone to death, the loss of
hope, the breakup of a marriage, the loss of a job, the
loss of a relationship or even the loss of control of a
child could be devastating. Whatever the loss, we are
here to give spiritual and hands on help and support.

Lay Minister Bernice Reese is the ministry’s
leader with a team of 8 to 10 to member who
are willing to serve in various capacities.
The Bereavement Ministry would like to thank
Rev. O’Connor, Our Lead Pastor, for entrusting
us with a ministry that is close to our hearts.
Submitted by
Lay Minister, Bernice Reese
Bereavement Ministry

•	During the COVID – 19 pandemic, the Ministry is
following the social distancing guidelines; physical and or in-person contact is limited. Due to
lighter restriction we have been in attendance at
funerals at Church and at Funeral Homes. Our
phone calls, cards and prayers are continued.
•	We provide a package of resource materials that
is helpful in making funeral arrangements.

2021 Statistical Report
Deceased members

9
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Deceased Relatives &
Associates of members

32
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SOUP KITCHEN
The Soup Kitchen operates continuously every Wednesday, providing meals to the community. The onset of the
COVID19 Pandemic in March2020 did not change this.
. FPCJ is blessed with a dedicated group of volunteers
that in spite of the pandemic was willing to continue
serving the most vulnerable in our community. Our team
continues to provide take out meals for our weekly soup
kitchen dinners, individually packaging meals and distributing them safely outdoors. Thanks to the Deckinger
Foundation we were gifted with an enclosed waterproof
canopy tent. This allows us to provide a place to eat
while socially distancing. Participants from the community are still able to receive bottled water, a beverage
and hot coffee with their meals each week. Due to CDC
and social distance guidelines we are using environmentally safe take out containers and bags to dispense
food items for both Soup Kitchen and Food Pantry. The

The total attendance for the year
was 3,475, which represents; 3,097
adults, 224 children and 154 seniors.
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total attendance for the year was 3,475, which represents; 3,097 adults, 224 children and 154 seniors.
This year due to COVID19 restrictions, the Fourth of
July Soup Kitchen Cookout was canceled again. We
still recognized the occasion by serving the expected
menu in part for two consecutive Wednesdays 7/7/21
which represents; 12 children, 61 adults, 27seniors
and 7/14/21which represents; 6 children 60adults, 17
seniors. This year for our annual holiday meals we were
able to use the canopy tent with patio heaters to provide
temporary seating for those in need while maintaining
social distance. Thanksgiving dinner was on 11/24/21
serving 7children,73 adults, 42 seniors totaling 122
people. Christmas dinner was held on 12/22/21 serving
7 children, 73 adults, 42 seniors totaling 107 people
who also received gifts (toiletries, hats and gloves).
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FOOD PANTRY
The Food Pantry continues to operate serving the
community in all kinds of weather and through the
pandemic. Due to COVID19 shutdowns and restrictions, we are currently operating distribution outside
Magill Hall, utilizing the parking circle. Food Pantry
used a computer based program that required electric
connection and WIFI. This program called Plentiful
is a free app that can be used on any mobile phone. It
allows participants to register, make appointments
and be served faster. This has allowed us to become
an appointment based program. We do take walk-in
clients but appointments are seen first. A cell phone is
not required to receive food however this system does
expedite serving the community. The only requirements

During the months of 2021 our
weekly pantry had an increase
of 20% over the previous year.
are personal ID with name, address, date of birth and
household size. Since starting Plentiful we are now
able to send text messages and updates to our participants and volunteers. We have used this system to
inform clients about changes in hours of operation due
to weather and when we have excess produce or other
food items to give out. These messages are sent out in
English, Spanish, Bengali, Arabic and French/Creole.
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Due to social distancing and following CDC guidelines,
our food pantry storage and holding continues to be in
the Magill Hall auditorium providing safe distance as the
volunteers pack over three hundred bags a week. The
previous location in the basement of Magill is currently
being renovated to allow for social distancing and safer

indoor operation. Every Tuesday and the fourth Saturday of the month distribution is set outside using the
church’s parking circle. Tables are brought out and
the few volunteers go back and forth setting out 300
bags of food, cases of produce and frozen meats. The
distribution takes place beneath the canopy tent donated
by the Deckinger foundation. The computer check-in
table and registration is set up under another portable
canopy. When it is raining or extremely cold the food
packages are given out on the steps of Magill Hall with
the volunteers taking turns going down the steps.
The FPCJ food program received multiple food grants
from the Food Bank ( TEFAP, EFAP), Federal program
(EFSP) and a second Relief Grant from The Robin Hood
Foundation that helped us to continue servicing the
community. We were able to purchase PPE items like
facemasks, and hand sanitizers for our clients and
volunteers. For the Thanksgiving holiday we were able
to purchase turkeys, roasting chickens and ButterBall gift checks for our food insecure community.
During the months of 2021 our weekly pantry
had an increase of 20% over the previous year.
Total patrons served by the pantry in 2021 were
24,756, an increase of 20% from 2020: 12,274
adults, 7,189 children and 5,293 seniors.

Total patrons served by the pantry
in 2021 were 24,756, an increase
of 20% from 2020: 12,274 adults,
7,189 children and 5,293 seniors.
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THE TREE OF LIFE
The New Year opened with the completion of the
building super structure completed for both Phase
1 and 2 and on January 7, 2021 Cornell University
Extension Coop moved into the 2nd floor of the Citibank
building. The build-out of the space and installation
of an elevator, that now makes Magill Hall ADA compliant, completes one of our objectives in the creation
of the Tree of Life. Attached are photographs of the
space, more importantly, a team of Cornell students
reported on their ongoing results of their “needs
assessment field project in Jamaica. The area of study
include: Food Environment, Physical Activity, Health
Outcomes, Employment, Income, Housing, Hospitalization, Healthcare, Cultural Assets and Mobility.
2021 was also the year for the strengthening of our
partnership with Cornell and CHN. FJCUDC and
CUCE has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Weill Cornell Medicine that aims to
establish a peer health education program whereby
the volunteer members will learn how to become
expert educators on age-appropriate cancer screening topics and navigate at risk community members
into healthcare facilities that will provide quality
care. A few of the health topics of interest include:
1. Colon cancer screening in younger adults.
2. Improving utilization of low dose cat scans for lung
cancer screening in current and previous smokers.
3. Prostate cancer Screeking in Black men.
4. Breast cancer Screening in Black women.
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5. Uterine cancer in Black women.

6. Liver cancer in Hispanic men. .
7. Blood cancers such as multiple myeloma
across the African diaspora.
8. A nti-inflammatory foods and beverages and
their role in cancer prevention and control.
This is how we hope to engage in mutually beneficial activities in the areas of research, service, and
advocacy with partnering organizations. In so doing,
the parties will pay particular attention to informed
engagement for the benefit of the community at large.
FJCUDC in partnership with Community Healthcare
Network (CHN) and Cornell Cooperative Extension
(CUCE) we were able to become a Covid-19 vaccination
site The partnership was able to create vaccine access,
build trust and awareness and advance health equity.
By mid-2022 174 families will move into the super
structure and CHN. Having leased 15,000 sf on the
second floor, will have 20 medical examination rooms,
3 dental suites, 3 behavioral health rooms and administrative space for care coordination. Their “Care
Teams” includes Primary Care physicians, Nurse
practitioners, Psychiatrists/Psychiatric Nurse Practitioners, Dentist/Dental Assistants, Podiatrist, and

Nurses: RNs/LPNs, Social Workers and Health Educators. Currently CHN, CUCE and FJCUDC (the Tree of
Life Partnership) are considering answering a Robin
Foundation call for applications for “Fuel for 50”.
At Fuel Robin Hood’s Fund for early Learners) 50 organizations will be funded to:
• Empower the community-based organizations leading
efforts to support our city’s most vulnerable families,
• Elevate and connect programs that focus
on parent/adult caregivers by helping build
teaching skills or cope with stress.
• Recognize the diverse types of nonprofits supporting early learning.
On completion the 2nd floor of the super structure
will be connected to the 2nd floor of the Citibank
building and connected to the Magill Hall with access
to all three floors in that building. In which you will
find an Auditorium, a gym, a commercial kitchen and
excellent facilities for a retreat or conference.
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THE TREE OF LIFE
There was a major shift in October as SLM Architecture, P.C. Design Solutions, Inc our Owner’s
Representative requested to transition out as they
prepared to focus on another project and Mr. Harold
Chapman informed the Board that after five years,
he was transitioning to his new full-time position
but, as a Board member, would remain committed
to the success of the Tree of Life. A search committee was selected who interviewed the candidates and
an agreement with the Jasa Group was executed on
October 15, 2021. Additionally, specific Board members agreed to assume oversight responsibilities for:
•M
 atters related to and communication with our project attorney,
•M
 atters to and communication with the Architect.
•F
 inancing matters including Capital calls
•B
 uilding and maintaining partnerships
• Miscellaneous administrative tasks,
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At year’s end the building opening schedule continues to
be delayed and, on a walk-through of the building, it was
observed that some progress was made but a concern
remains that there are not enough workers to show that
a serious effort is being made to complete the project.
The rent-up is about 25% completed and it is
expected that we will be able to submit for a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (TCO) in April 2022
To God be the Glory!
Success! – Completed Apartments Floors 10-12 (All Apartments Complete!)
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PROPERTY
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PROPERTY REPORT
Building Inspection
Property Committee volunteers comprising James and
Indra Gangaram, Gwen Bradley and Mercedes ClarkeGray will inspect the campus buildings (Magill building,
Sanctuary, House/Children Center), the Jamaica Avenue
commercial building, and the Manse using a checklist
and will look at fire extinguishers for recent inspection,
exit signs, fire/CO alarm, sprinkler system inspection
log, cleanliness and general upkeep of the building
interior, the roof, sidewalk and building exterior.
The Children Center and Jamaica Ave building heating boilers will be inspected by Travelers
Insurance and filed with NYC Dept of Buildings.
The Magill Building and Children Center air-conditioning units are to be inspected by the FDNY, and
back-flow preventers (RPZ) on the domestic water
supply lines in Magill building and Jamaica Ave will
be inspected by a licensed plumber who will file the
inspection report with NYC Dept of Buildings.
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Fire Drill
Limitations brought about by Covid-19
restricting large gathering may prohibit
the yearly fire drill from being held.
Insurance Review
Ena Chetram volunteered to review the property insurance policies and other policies carried by Philadelphia
Insurance Co with the view to improving coverage.
Insurance broker, Fitz Ventura President and COO, Inter
City Agency, Inc met with Ena Chetram, Richard Walburg, Ed Gray, Raffique Ali, Gregory Horne Tonja Kelly,
and Neville Campbell (by phone) to discuss current coverage and to explore possibilities to reduce premiums.
BlocPower/VRF Solutions
During installation of the Magill Building heating/cooling system, Richard Walburg and Ed Gray inspected
the work done and participated in weekly on-line
meetings and produced a check list of items for repairs
to restore the building. The list guided the contractor in carrying out the repairs which are ongoing.
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FINANCIAL
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For a more detailed financial report,
please contact the church office at 718-526-4775
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2021 ACTUAL REVENUE

2021 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES

$2,195,440

$2,482,959

68%
15%
$1,487,000
RENTAL INCOME

7%
$527,960
YOUR PLEDGES
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-$133,520
INVESTMENTS

-6%

53%

$787,642
$1,328,046
Facilities Administration

$157,582
OTHER
INCOME

24%

32%

$156,417
OFFERING

7%

MINISTRIES & PROGRAMS
$90,305

Session - Governing Board

4%

$13,759

Worship & Music

1%

$97,950

Family Ministries

4%

$1,683

Small Group & Membership Care 0%

$14,820

Ministries & Services

1%

$148,754

Rental Property

6%

For a more detailed financial report,
please contact the church office at 718-526-4775
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2022 PROPOSED REVENUE

2022 PROPOSED EXPENDITURES

$2,934,000

$2,858,440

53%

55%

$1,564,000
RENTAL INCOME

22%

$635,000
YOUR PLEDGES

$75,000
INVESTMENTS

3%

9%

35%

$273,000
$1,006,636
Facilities Administration

$400,000
TOL
$260,000
OTHER
INCOME

10%

REIMBURSEMENT

MINISTRIES & PROGRAMS

14%

$66,689

Session - Governing Board

2%

$8,200

Worship & Music

0%

$44,000

Family Ministries

2%

$2,600

Small Group & Membership Care 0%

$5,000

Ministries & Services

0%

$62,093

Mission & Church Growth

2%

$1,390,222 Rental Property
$180,000 Insurance
$947,837 Property Taxes
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$262,385 Back Property Taxes

49%

For a more detailed financial report,
please contact the church office at 718-526-4775
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2021 CONGREGATION GIVING
$530,076.73
# of
Contributors

% of
Contributors

180

42.65%

$300.00 — $599.99

42

9.95%

$600.00 — $999.99

32

7.58%

$1,000.00 — $4,999.99

94

22.27%

$5,000.00 — $9,999.99

16

3.79%

$10,000.00 — $14,999.99

7

1.66%

$15,000.00 — $19,999.99

1

0.24%

$20,000.00 — $39,999.99

2

0.47%

Range From — To
$1.00 — $299.99
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374

$16,023.03
$17,353.29
$23,541.00
$216,087.99
$103,448.00
$84,808.99
$16,099.43
$52,715.00

BECAUSE OF YOUR

TALENT, TIME &
TREASURE,
FIRST CHURCH GIVES
Through your annual gift, you support all that
we do here at First Presbyterian Church in Jamaica
and the community.
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